GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN COLLEGE
2007 PARENTS & FRIENDS ASSOCIATION

Minutes  Monthly Meeting
Held  Mon 6th August/ Principal’s Office
At  1.30
Chair/Pres  G Foster

Attendees 10

Year 11 Formal

J Berghauser / G Foster
Debriefing on the P&F Bar Management Trial for the Yr 11 Formal held Sat. night.
255 people at $65 for 3 course meal plus purchase drinks.
Bar analysis handed out at meeting -Issues/improvements raised for consideration, if
P&F continue bar management:
  • Glass Hire – too many and too expensive
  • Glass filling (wine)-needs to be measured/standardised
  • OJ price- inc. above soft drink price
  • Float-anticipated $20 notes. Had more $50s. Ran out of change 3 times.
  • Drink Stock-ran out and restocked 1 time.
J Berghauser requested list of helpers for thank you notes.
P&F Executive to confirm continuation of Bar Management. Next HPE function is the
Yr 12 Graduation, Fri 16th November, approx 112 students – approximately. 300
people.

Shepherd’s Fair

RIDES: Greg Collins reported. Rides are all organised now. GC to coordinate set up
before Fair Day. Reminder-individual ride tickets sold on day need to be taken
and ripped up by ride operators.
G Foster coordinating ride pass and arm band printing. G Foster to contact
R Hill to coordinate Volunteers for pass pre-sale and fair day sales.
Confirm no. of marquees to be placed on oval. Safety House can provide
more if needed (15 2.5 x 2.5 and 1 6x3m with signage)/KD to book number.
Handed G Collins 2006 Rides layout on Oval. G Foster to contact Marina
about any other Ride issues.
Advertise for young families to bring a picnic rug.

PRIMARY STALLS
4 WEEKS TO GO newsletter was distributed to Primary families on Fri.
requesting volunteers. Most Primary Stall coordinators are in place.
Yr 3”Adopt a cuddly toy” is not Cath McNamara-approach Tracey Bolt.
J Mason offered to check on Class Rep for Yr 1- as no names to date.
Dunk a teacher-location? Move onto oval area? use sports shed as
backdrop?

SECONDARY STALLS
K David sent a list of 2006 PC Group stalls to J Berghauser, requesting
teachers confirm their 2007 Stall plus furniture requirements.
A response is needed asap.
Fri last lesson High school students move bulk of desks.
BR/Groom Room-Tamara offered nail polishing for kids to put with Face Painting?
**Bike Key Stall**-2 bikes donated by Sunshine Bicycle Works Pre-sell tickets?

**GENERAL/OVAL STALLS**
Put Sno Cones/ Slush Puppies (with Pizza PC Group) Fairy Floss/ Streets together under a shade on oval, in front of Library area.
Streets Ice cream-GF to ask Lee Elvy if Yr 5 will organise manning on the day.

**FOOD HALL**
G Stephenson can no longer provide coffee machine (and fridge?).
Jo Pruss to ask Barista she knows to man machine. BR to ask Deb Strong about possible supplier of machine.

**J DOHLER**
**MAINTENANCE CREW-FAIR JOBS LIST**
J Dohler requires list as soon as possible to pass on to maintenance crew.
List includes collection/assembly of marquees on the Friday AND whether there are moveable benches to place on the oval.

**MONEY**
Collection on Fair day all handled/collected by JD staff.
Collection forms to be given to JD for updating. Who will hand out form to stall holders?
Express deposit bags - in 2006 supplied by Marina Russell
Money change order - BR to increase request for 50c and $1 coins.

**NEWSPAPER ADS**
BR is ringing around for sponsors. Need 4 more.

**FATHER’S DAY RAFFLE**
Accommodation prize-confirmed RENDEVOUS twin share including breakfast.

**COMMUNITY STALLS**
Safety House Tewantin-Noosa confirmed. Preferred location near Primary stage (not out front of Yr 3 or on Oval).
Travel Smart- KD to approach.
Aldon Tutoring wants a stall. Note, GSLC not endorsed.

**MEETING CLOSED 2.30PM**